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● Fermion fields have an increasing relevance in new areas of Physics
(new materials, quantum information...)
● Fermion fields describe realistic fields in cosmology.
● In those situations, it is desirable to have a description in which 
information is delt with unitarily.
● Can we extend to them uniqueness quantization criteria recently 
designed for non-stationary scenarios...?




The Dirac field in curved spacetimes
● Dirac equation on a globally hyperbolic spacetime:
                       Linear space of solutions.                                     mass
                         set of data on a Cauchy surface.
● Natural inner product                    conserved under evolution.
                                        Dirac matrix      Tetrad
                                                                   Unit normal
● Analogous construction of the complex conjugate space,  









● They codify the ambiguity in the choice of Fock representation.
● A real linear map      defined on     (equivalently, on the set of initial data).  
  
● It provides a splitting into its        eigenspaces:
             Particle annihilation                          Antiparticle creation
                                     Completion



















● Homogenous and isotropic spacetime, with spatial sections of     
topology, and non-constant scale factor                     
● Minimally coupled massive Dirac field, described by a two-component 
spinor:
                                                       GRASSMANN   variables.
Gauge group:
                 






φA , χ̄A' , A , A '=1,2.
SL (2,ℂ).
  
● Homogenous and isotropic spacetime, with spatial sections of     
topology, and non-constant scale factor                     
● Minimally coupled massive Dirac field, described by a two-component 
spinor:
                                                       GRASSMANN   variables.
Partial gauge fixing:                 
time (Immirzi) gauge                     Mode expansion of the fields in terms    











                                                                              Grassmann
● Basis of eigenspinors of the Dirac operator on       
                             Eigenvalue             degeneracy 
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● Spatial sections: Three-spheres,                                        
The isometry group is                                     
(the double covering of              ).
● Active              transformations on       are passive                          
transformations on the spinors of a given chirality.
● Unitary action: Direct sum of irreducible representations.
● Each eigenspace of the Dirac operator provides an inequivalent 
irreducible representation.
● One obtains a component-wise equivalent decomposition for the 
complex conjugate eigenmodes. 
Representations of the isometry group
S 3 .
SO (4)
Spin (4)=SU (2) x SU (2)
SO (4) S 3 Spin (4)
  
                                                                   Grassmann
● Irreducible decomposition of   
                                    Two equivalent irreducible representations.       
                                         Inequivalent
                                     Two equivalent irreducible representations.
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                                                                   Grassmann
                                Invariant     's cannot mix modes with different  
                                It cannot mix                   with 
● Schur's lemmas      It can only mix  pairs of modes with same 
                                Maps that mix                   do not depend on 
                                Maps that mix                  do not depend on  
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● Invariant complex structures select, at each time,
so that they are annihilation and creation-like. 
                                                                       Time-dependent phase.
Invariant complex structures
( anp
( x , y)
bnp








































                                                        
● Dirac equations: They are first-order and mix only modes in those pairs.
                                                                                     Mass couples
                                                                                     the two
                                                                                     chiralities!






















● 1st order Dirac eqs.             Same 2nd order eq. for
● Two independent solutions 









































● The fermion dynanics induces the transformations
 
and their complex conjugates, with                                       given by
● There is a symmetry: 
Dynamical transformations
( anp(x , y)bnp( x , y)† )η=Bn(η ,η0)( anp
(x , y)
bnp











(h= f , g )
[−h1n (h2n ,0+Γnωn h1n ,0)ei∫Λn1+ Γ̄nωn h2n h2n ,0 eΔα ei∫ Λ̄n2 ]eiωnΔη
+[h2n (h1n ,0− Γ̄nωn h2n ,0)e−i∫ Λ̄n1+Γnωn h1n h1n ,0 eΔα e−i∫Λn2 ]e−iωnΔη .
  
● The Bogoliubov transformations defined by the sequence                    
are unitarily implementable on Fock space if and only if
● Recall that
● A unitarily implementable evolution implies as a necessary condition:
                                                                                                                
                              must be                (negligible compared to        )




















                 must be
● This condition requires a specific behavior on                            with 
respect to their dependence both on        and on  
                                                              Notation:
                                                                                     as a set.             
                                                                       is the phase of
for all               with                      (up to a finite subset).
Recall:
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{l , l̃ }:={1,2}





[−h1n (h2n ,0+Γnωn h1n ,0) ei∫Λ n1+ Γ̄nωn h2n h2n ,0 eΔα ei∫ Λ̄n2 ]eiωnΔη
+[h2n (h1n ,0−Γ̄nωn h2n ,0) e−i∫ Λ̄n1+Γnωn h1n h1n ,0 eΔα e−i∫Λn2 ]e−iωnΔη .
  
                 must be
● This condition requires a specific behavior on                            with 
respect to their dependence both on        and on  
                                                              Notation:
                                                                                     as a set.             
                                                               We call        the phase of
for all               with                      (up to a finite subset).
For instance:                 and 
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{l , l̃ }:={1,2}
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                 must be
● This condition requires a specific behavior on                            with 
respect to their dependence both on        and on  
                                                              Notation:
                                                                                     as a set.             
                                                               We call        the phase of
for all               with                      (up to a finite subset).
             SCALING FACTOR 
(proportional to the mass: non-conformal) 
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{l , l̃ }:={1,2}







● Substituting in                    and recalling that                      we see that 
unitary implementability of the dynamics (if not trivial) is achieved if 
and only if
                    is  square summable.








n , n∈ℕl , ϑh , l
n ∼o(ωn
−1) , h= f , g .
∣βn









An invariant Fock quantization of the massive Dirac field in a closed 
homogeneous and isotropic spacetime admits a unitary dynamics
















● Reference complex structure       
● Its relation with any other invariant complex structure is  given by
                                                                                                                
with                               and                            as a set.          








n=√1−( f 1n)2 , g1n= f 2n , g 2n=− f 1n .
( ãnp(x , y )b̃np(x , y)†)η=K n(η)( anp
(x , y )
bnp
























● The Bogoliubov transformation defined by               is unitarily 






f (η)∣2<∞ , ∑
n
g n∣λn








● Consider any other invariant complex structure       that admits a 
unitarily implementable dynamics
                                                                                               square        
                                                                                               summable.









+ϑ f̃ , l
n , n∈ℕl , {l , l̃ }={1,2} , ϑ f̃ , l
n






n ei G̃ n+O (ωn
−2) Squaresummable.
  
● Consider any other invariant complex structure       that admits a 
unitarily implementable dynamics
                                                                                               square        
                                                                                               summable.
● For                                are of order unity                
● Nonetheless...
The problem can be understood as due to a reversal in the convention 
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● Take an alternate reference complex structure        equal to         but for 
the change                  for                i.e., a change in the convention of 
what is particles and what antiparticles.
● Consider then        again:      
● For
● For                                                                               
Uniqueness























● The combined criteria of invariance of the vacuum under the spatial 
isometry group and of the unitary implementability of the dynamics  
selects a unique (unitary family of) Fock quantization(s) of the 
massive Dirac field.
● Uniqueness is attained after setting a convention of particles and 
antiparticles (up to a finite number of modes).
● The requirement of unitary dynamics fixes the parameterization  of the 
dominant parts of the field, through global time-dependent rescalings, 
even if the dynamics cannot be treated as asymptotically conformally 
invariant.
● The generalization to other spatial compact sections seems possible.
Conclusions
  
● The requirement of unitary dynamics fixes the parameterization  of the 
dominant parts of the field, through global time-dependent rescalings, 
even if the dynamics cannot be treated as asymptotically conformally 
invariant.










pq [(√1−m2e2α4ωn2 anp(m , s)−meα2ωn bnp(m , s)†)ρ̄A'nq+(meα2ωn anp(t , r )+√1−m2 e2α4ωn2 bnp(t , r) †)σ A'nq ] .
